
ACADEMY OF ARTS & CREATIVE
TECHNOLOGY (ACT)

INTRODUCTION

The Academy of Arts & Creative Technology (ACT) was established on the

7th of May 2021. The establishment of ACT was done in line with the

restructuring of the Social Sciences and Arts fields which was subsumed

under the Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities. Through ACT, the arts
especially the creative arts is once again a specialized field of study as it

was once before under the School of Art Studies on the 13th April 1999.

ACT’s position within Borneo’s diverse and rich cultural heritage comprising

over 30 indigenous ethnic groups make it a prime centre for various

research opportunities ranging from artistic, music, dance or theatrical

ethnic culture in Borneo. Exposure to this rich cultural environment, ACT

also endeavours to preserve it through the variety of creative industry
courses that are offered.

ACT aims to provide innovative and creative experts, artists, art

entrepreneurs the opportunity to uncover new artistic perspectives across

disciplines and fields of knowledge in the face of the industrial revolution.

The courses offered by ACT are designed to meet the current needs of the
creative industry with an emphasis on the socio-cultural and economic

changes happening in the local and international communities.
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To do that, ACT offers three programs, namely the Creative Arts Program,

the Music Program and the Visual Arts Technology Program. Aside from

theoretical studies, ACT provide practical training through simulation,
hands-on production and real-time exercises based on current needs of a

particular field. Teaching and learning is implemented in an integrated

manner based on modules or courses specially compiled by experienced

lecturers and industry experts. The main objective of ACT is to make it a

leading educational center that produces undergraduates and

postgraduates who are able to uphold, market and socialize art.

VISION

To be an innovative and creative arts academy in the field of education, research activities and commercialization.

MISSION

ACT creates opportunities for everyone in the creative industry by offering high quality academic programs and

professional courses, in line with the current needs of the market without compromising moral and ethical values to create

an innovative and intelligent society.

OBJECTIVE
 To produce innovative and creative arts graduates capable of upholding, marketing and socializing art.

 To produce graduates who are skilled and proficient in inter-personal, inter-group and inter-community

interactions.

 To create a group of experts in the field of creative and applied technology who offer expert advice and consulting

services.

 To produce art entrepreneurs who are actively involved in the creative industry at the national and international

levels.



PROGRAMS
ACT offers two degrees, namely Bachelor of Arts with Honors and Bachelor

of Visual Arts Technology with Honors in the following specializations:

UH6212002 CREATIVE ARTS PROGRAM
The Creative Arts Program consists of three streams, namely writing,

theater and dance. The courses offered are as follows: acting, film, dance

including marketing, arts management and creative industry management.

In addition to offering foundation courses for all streams, students are

equipped with
basic theoretical and practical knowledge to build students' skills and practical abilities in the creative industry. The

program also prepares students for the job market with additional knowledge in the basics of media applications,

animation, graphic design, theater studios, artistic designs and creative entrepreneurship.

Career Prospects

Biographical author, Script Writing, Screenplay, Editorial, Documentary, Lyricist, Drama, Columnist, Manuscript Editor or
Sub-editor, Book Reviewer, Newsreader, Newspaper Reporter, Mass Media Reporter, Popular Magazine Reporter, Novelist,

Poet, Employee Media Publisher, Advertising Account Executive, Media Marketing Officer, Media Executive, Arts Officer,

Art Producer Presentation, Event Manager, Stage Manager, Production Manager, Art Marketing Executive, Creative

Entrepreneur, Lecturer and Writing Art Coach, Visual and Performing Arts, Costume Designer, Dance Therapist,

Choreographer, Dance coach, Film Producer, Director Performing Arts, Cultural Officers, Actors.

UH6212001 MUSIC PROGRAM

The Music Arts program offers music theory and practical courses that include classical music study modules, popular

music, traditional music, contemporary music and non-popular music. Apart from the focus on performance and

composition, the program also offers a variety of music industry studies such as music business and technology, liberal

music and music information technology including sound synthesis, sampling and computer programming for music



application. Students are trained to analyze and analytically explore issues

related to the music industry as well as apply technological knowledge in

the production of art.

Career Prospects

Music Composer, Songwriter, Lyricist, Movie Score, Jingle, Chamber Music

Leader, Music Leader, Orchestra, Music Producer, Choir Director, Music

Therapist, Music Librarian, Broadcast Technician, Studio Designer,

Recording Studio Technician, Digital Audio Editor, Synthesizer Music,
Session Musician Vocalist and Backing Singer, Consumer Researcher, Music

Business Consultant, Event Manager.

UH6210001 VISUAL ARTS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
The Visual Arts Technology Program is designed to provide a comprehensive theoretical and practical knowledge of the

study of visual arts combined with digital media arts through a series of carefully designed courses. Theoretical aspects

include the study of media research, appreciation, interpretation, aesthetics and art criticism. The practical aspect focuses

on the exploration of new media and technologies, mastery of materials and application of techniques appropriate to the
studio and fieldwork. Both theoretical and practical aspects are equipped with management elements in producing a

generation of students who can meet the demand factors of the industry and provide professional human resources in the

field of visual arts that are competitive on the global stage.

Career Prospects

Visual Arts Lecturer, Gallery Curator, Film Director, Guest Artist, Graphic Designer, Show Producer, Entrepreneur, Video

Editor, Media Broadcast Researcher, Cinematographer, Painter, Gallery Manager, Art Teacher, Photographer, Animator,

Web Designer, Interface Designer.
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